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Hockey stats application

Watch statistics on multiple devices at once! Connect in under 30 seconds. IceTrack Hockey Stats offers an easy and intuitive solution to watch a fast-paced game in real time. IceTrack provides the ability to track a level of statistics that is possible without any previous thought. All reports
can be easily transferred as PDFs, and SMS, Email or other sharing Apps.Ice can be sent directly to another person over time and tracked and reviewed depending on puck location and strength. You can use this tool to quickly determine which players get the most ice time and what
percentage of their time they spend in each region. Face-offs can be recorded and reviewed by the region and how the faceoff is won/lost. You can determine if they are more effective at connecting your success rate for each player by region and to a forehand, backhand or center. The
pass percentage can also be reviewed by region to help you determine who is most often turning the disk on the ice. Shooting location data can be saved and provides useful information about the quality of shots taken by your team, which also allows. You can record blocked and missed
shots and create your team and individual players Corsi.Ice Track is set up outside the box to record the following statistics:Icetime (Total, Double, PP, PK)Shooting (Net Open + Position, Blocked, Missed, Opponent)Passing (Full, Missing, Percentage of Completion)Scoring (Goals, Assists,
Points, Plus/Minus)Faceoffs (wins, losses, wins on-ice/losses, backhand, forhand, winger, other)Other (Penalties, Blocks, Turnovers, Bodychecks)Special (2 Special Statistics can be set!) All reporting can be compounded in a date range and filtered by team, home/away and game type
(season, tournament, playoff, exhibition). Assist Monitor Bluetooth Connectivity allows another user to connect to your device and add most of the statistics at the same time. Up to 5 extra devices (cross-platforms) are supported and can be customized based on which statistics are important
to you. The Scorebook+ hockey app offers easy-to-use scoring and hockey statistics software for iPhone and iPad. Created for middle and high schools, clubs, leagues and tournaments, you can instantly record, edit, record and access hockey game results. We release hockey training
videos to fully use hockey Scorebook+ features. In addition, the app offers built-in functionality to throw your points from your palm to an external monitor. But all the best feature is the cumulative hockey season statistics for individual players and the entire team - create strategies for
improvement, leverage A team and create winning games for the tournament. It's a game changer! The best feature is that a person can keep the score and statistics in one app. This app is amazing. Enough I can't help it! An amazing app! It literally has everything you need ... Whether
you're scoring the winning shot or celebrating a hat trick, Hockey Scorebook+ lets you record every event Game with our hockey leaderboard app. As the best hockey score-keeping app on the market, you can choose the free Basic Scoring option to track points and fouls quickly and easily.
Or use the Advanced Scoring subscription, which allows you to customize your game, organize your events, and record scores for a full season. Great for all ages and skill levels. Watch individual and team points with Hockey Scorebook + Advanced Scoring. You can listen to game
activities and export data to share with your school, coach or Employers. First, select a default team or create your own list. Then select the officials, location, season and game type note. Finally, select one of the preset rules or create your own. Hockey Scorebook + Basic Scoring starts just
sitting down and scoring. No time to create a list? You just have to record scores and fouls? This hockey scorekeeper app offers a free basic option for fast play. Installation is not required. Let the game begin! Gain the upper hand with Hockey Scorebook + - the best hockey statistics page
on the market! Contestants wait 24 to 72 hours for game stats. With Scorebook+, you can pull up stats during game play and make real-time improvements when it matters. Also, with a subscription, the player can use full season statistics to evaluate strongly, develop performance goals
and develop a winning strategy for the playoffs. Lead your team to victory this hockey season with over 100 stats! First, record shots, assists, penalties and scores for the home team, away team or both. Then, credit the right player and team. If you make an error, click to scroll to fix or delete
it. Finally, view the cumulative statistics below your menu to take advantage of your team's strengths. Advanced Scorebook+ subscribers can update, save, export all game details with Advanced Scorebook+ and share the hockey statistics page by text or email. You can also share it with
MaxPreps using our internal integration. No manual painting. No mistakes to fix after the event. Great to share with employers! Play by your own rules with this hockey score-keeping app. Whether you're planning a youth scrimmage or a hockey tournament score, periods, and time
sediments plus length of periods and overtimes use hockey scorebook software to adjust to suit your needs. Hockey Scorebook + thus provides a number of hockey training videos so that we maximize the use of the app. First, you'll learn how to set the required list and rules before
customizing your user experience with our on-demand fields. Next, discover how to track game points and stats. Finally, the team use statistics from both individual games and the full season to increase and share data with your coach, team manager, or MaxPreps. View our Scorebook+
hockey training videos here or in YouTube.SET UP TEAM ROSTER &amp; RULESVideo 1: Set up the required fields to select or create teams and rules. IST-CONNECTED CUSTOMIZATION VIDEO 2: Set the game type, officials, location, and season. LEARN SCORE GAMES AND
TRACK 3: Understand hockey scoring keypad and stat attribution. LEARN HOW TO Access GAME STATSVideo 4 Video 4: Use game stats to improve your team performance. SAVE &amp; SHARE GAME STATSVideo 5: Export game stats to share with your coach or
MaxPreps.comCUMULATIVE SEASON STATSVideo Track game results, share them with the crowd using our built-in functionality. Connect a digital AV adapter cable or Apple TV to your laptop, projector, or TV monitor. Then use your hockey scoreboard app using the built-in video viewing
function. Finally, mirror the devices. If you manage multiple teams through a league, tournament, or rec center, contact Hockey Scorebook+ for a bulk pricing discount. Statstrack provides game-changing intelligence to help make in-game decisions and develop long-term strategies based
on analytics for teams and individual players. This, combined with statstrack's video portal, which automatically cuts clips of game events, make statstrack the All In One tool for teams of all levels. The language can be selected regardless of your device's system language. The following
localizations are currently available: English, German, Swedish, French, Russian, Spanish, Norwegian, Italian, Danish, Czech, Slova and Croatian. I have used a number of shot/stat scouts over the past few years. It brings them all out of the water. It is easy to use and does not spoil your
ability to watch and enjoy the game. The ability is really a bonus to break down statistics in very different ways and allows our coaches to focus on all aspects of our game. - Coach Mike MN This app is the best I downloaded for hockey statistics. Individual players/goalkeepers, including the
entire team, are user-friendly with all the statistics you may need to analyze. Ease of use allows the user to follow the game and save statistics easily. Also, they need to compliment the developer for their support. To this time and point. Thanks for improving this app; That's exactly what I'm
looking for. — TNP1964 I started using this app in September 2018 and it's great. A coach asked him to email statistics after each period and others at the end of the game. As every game remains on my iPhone we can always review it. I have shown for other coaches and will probably be
the norm for our representative teams! - Hockey dad #1 I was looking for a way to follow for our beer league hockey team shooting, goals, assists, etc. This app offers. Add your team to the login, your list to the list, and then add the resulting games. Live tracker is a great benefit of applying.
I've really been following both shooting and shooting opponents who helped us identify some defensive issues (wings - go figure). Great app. — Itspostedonline this app is one of the best where we are to monitor game statistics. I'm about 4 My daughters are doing statistics for the team and
so far you have struggled with applications, excel spreadsheets out. I've got this. You can think about it. And even more powerful with the latest updates. I must have been worth the investment. I highly recommend this for anyone who does team stats. - Although the real statsman went once
set up, this app is very easy to use. It has all the detailed functions needed to watch the right hockey games. It's got to be for any team. — Hamil19 I looked to watch the game and players statistics for an app for a while. This app beats each by 100x. The first UI is the easiest way to visually
watch a game, without looking at columns and tables. The second installation is easy to manage and very intuitive. No double entry or anything confusing. This is a very well thought out application. — goalie83709 App provides great tools for monitoring shots and targets during my
children's ice sports. I have two daughters playing in the ring and a son playing hockey. It's easy to go from Team to Team. The developer has nailed the combination of great looking statistics with simple functions that are easy and fun to make so you can watch the game and be able to
keep the stats. Thank you and keep great work!! — JohnnyMSoarz77 JohnnyMSoarz77
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